
LEAVE ‘N LEARN
MICHOACÁN, MEXICO

Looking for an escape with delightful people, a 
vacation in one of  Mexico’s most charming areas, 
and a huge leap in your skill with Spanish?

O C T O B E R  2 1 - 2 9 ,  2 0 0 6    H I G H L I G H T I N G  M O R E L I A  &  P A T Z C U A R O

Then join us this fall in 
Michoacán where travels are 
interwoven with our signature 

¡Español Rápido! class. We 

spend the 
first two 
days in 
Morelia, 
noted by 
UNESCO 
as one of  
the most 
beautiful of  
colonial 
cities. Here 
we visit palaces, cathedrals, 
aqueducts, art galleries, and 
terrific restaurants. Then it’s off 
to Patzcuaro. We begin with a 
trip to Estribo Point, where we’ll 
enjoy a panorama of  the town. 

Then over the remaining days 
we’ll explore on our own and 
discover her hidden charms.  
Side trips include the pristine 

lake and forest of  
Zirahuen, the 
famous copper 
works of  Santa 
Clara, a powerful 
history lesson at 
Janitzio on Lake 
Patzcuaro, secrets 
of  the Purépecha 
Indians at  
lakeside villages, a 

buried church at Piricutín, the 
ancient village of  pyramids, 
artesanía, and hummingbirds of 
Tzintzuntzán, and the gorgeous 
Franciscan convent at Quiroga.

The Virrey de Mendoza, 
our hotel in Morelia

From the moment you arrive 
in Morelia you’ll be treated to 

the most exquisite 
accommodations and 

experiences, including the 
best in art, arquitecture, 

music, night life, gastronomy, 
scenic beauty, ancient 

cultures, natural wonders, 
artesania and shopping, 
pyramids, history, and 

legends--all the while making 
remarkable breakthroughs in 

your Spanish!

The trip includes;
An ¡Español Rápido! class and 

materials, hotels, ground and boat 
transportation, entrance to museums 

and galleries, welcome dinner, and 
farewell fiesta. Cost: $1950. For a 
detailed schedule or with questions 

call us at 800.622.5041


